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Successful Rut
Outcompeted by 

older males

Chasing females and fighting 

males was exhausting. You have 

lost body fat and need to eat

Join a bachelor 

group

Pregnant Not pregnant

Get birth early Give birth late

Lactation takes a lot of energy, 

but it is too risky for your lamb to 

leave the escape terrain and 

water to find high-quality food

Lamb dies

It is too hot during the day to 

walk around and forage, so 

you are going to increase 

foraging activity at night

You are struggling to meet your 

nutritional needs and gain fat

It was so much easier to see your 

favorite foods under the moonlight, 

but that means that predators can 

see their prey better too

You are struggling to meet your 

nutritional and water needs, and 

now it is hard for you to manage 

your internal body temperature

Peak summer heat: there is 

hardly any moisture in the 

plants you are eating. You need 

to drink water more often

You survived the hot 

dry summer, now it's 

time to reproduce

Mauled by cougar

Die from exposure 

and poor condition

Unable to escape 

predator attack

RETURN TO START

Lamb survives and can 

keep up with herd

You now have the time 

and freedom to spend 

more time searching for 

high-quality food

How does reproductive status affect diet quality and 

amount of time individuals spend foraging?

What is the relationship between diet quality and 

composition with frequency of water use?

Is diet quality and behavior a predictor for heterothermy?

Capture and collar 100 desert bighorn sheep across 

eight mountain ranges in the Mojave Desert in 

November 2020. Track and collect fresh fecal samples 

for three 60-day sampling periods in 2021. 

Using diet and GPS data ask questions like…

Taken by golden eagle

or Infected with pneumonia

How what are the survival outcomes with diet, activity 

patterns, and heterothermy?

START HERE

Pneumonia outbreak, 

all-age die off

You are eats lots of nutrient rich, 

green forage plus cactus that 

also meets your water needs

You can meet your nutritional 

needs and gain fat

Nutrient-rich, green forage is 

patchily distributed and hard 

to find. You spent more time 

searching than eating


